
Version 1.4

Objective Action to Achieve Objective Expected Impact on Learning Outcomes INTERNAL Notes on Progress and Date

L-1
Ensure the school’s website contains all 
required information and is a useful reference 
point for parents.

SLT & Governors continue to monitor the website
Est invest £10k for photography and support

Key information is available to all.
Improved ‘shop window’ for the school.

Website is DfE & GDPR compliant but is 
undergoing a ‘refresh’ with Blue Apple to be 
completed when CV19 abates.  Site content 
substantially refreshed. 
Accessibilty is next step

L-2
Respond effectively to the learning needs of 
each pupil.

To continue to develop the effectiveness of the three Pathways 
with allocated governor support
Est. invest £ 50k

Highly personalised and relevant provision translates to powerful 
learning outcomes. 
Pupils knowing more; doing more and remembering more to 
improve their recall over time.
More engagement
More impact at home as well as school
More by way of important life skills.

Staff and governor Pathways training on-going; 
PCPs distributed; Learnig Logs attached to every 
pupil Learning RA
EFL continue to receive positive parent feedback. 

HEDGEWOOD SCHOOL
SIP:  Leadership

Focus: Ensure that all Leadership and Management work is focussed on assuring the quality and effectiveness of the curriculum.

Ensure the curriculum is clear in its intent, is implemented effectively so that it powerfully builds the knowledge, skills and understanding of all our pupils, increasing their engagement with learning and life opportunities. 
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L-3
Increase coherence, relevance & resilience in 
learning.

LM/SLT focus groups adjust curriculum/ policies.
Continue links with Quest Partnership schools . 
AET courses + for all staff on tiered approach
Est. £10k

More meaningful learning opportunities develop deeper 
understanding and wider generalisation.
AET courses raise specialist ASC knowledge across the team

CPD more developmentally focused

Governors link with all curriculum pathways and 
core areas
Team approach to curriculum development.

L-4
Ensure SLT/SMT capacity is maintained during 
period of expansion/increased complexity

Support Early Career Framework via coaching. £ 3.5k 
Review office/admin role £36k

Capacity to respond and develop is maintained.
Acting TLs in place
Increases SLT time available to focus on T & L.

Coaching continues to add value
NQT s have 19/20 had a very successful year
 Coaching summary indicates strong staff 
appreciation of this professional development 
opportunity Admin support in place just before 
October half term
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L-5
Improve teachers’ understanding of 
assessment opportunities in all three 
pathways.

Timetabled half termly assessment moderation meetings together 
with 
In-house training for staff. Regular team meeting discussions 
focused on the assessment of pupils’ knowledge and skills. 

Increased understanding of the progression of pupils’ knowledge 
and skills, as well as tracking the development of pupils’ soft skills.

Moderation of pupil progress is spread over 4 
days in each term to empower teachers beginning 
with Teacher Induction. Tracking pupil progress is 
a focus of CPD in the autumn term through the 
writing of PCPs. CPD also focuses on identifying 
and closing gaps in pupils’ knowledge and skills.
Autumn term training also focuses on end of key 
stage assessment and reporting arrangements. 

L-6
Boost pupil learning and Well- Being via 
Outdoor Learning/Play

Include OLA in new class development
Est £30k

Indications are that pupils are engaged
& creativity bolstered.
Assists development of key learning skills.
Wellbeing enhanced

Action Plan in place with on-going review
LM arranged for 450 native British trees to be 
delivered in November from the Woodland Trust. 
Mini forest to be planted to encourage insect and 
wildlife biodiversity                                                          
Playground enhancement/development as part of 
OLA

L-7
Provide  continuing professional development 
opportunities to enhance our own and 
mainstream inclusive provision

• Use AET courses as foundation for a bespoke, quality assured, 
tiered Hedgewood professional development programme and to 
support mainstream inclusion.£8.5k
• Utilise Therapy team skills for staff development

  CPD overall: Est. £30k 

Increased teachers’ and the wider team’s subject and pedagogical  
knowledge and skills in effectively delivering learning within  the 3 
curriculum pathways.

Training programmes being delivered include 
Safeguarding, GDPR, adapted TEACCH, Attention 
Hedgewood, Studio 3, Essentials for Living (EfL) as 
well as Foundations for Life (F4L). 
CPD has also covered refresher training from the 
community nursing team on Asthma. Epilepsy and 
Anaphylaxis.
AET course delivered for Hedgewood and other 
schools (now remotely).

L-8 Improve teacher well -being

• identify teacher clerical tasks for ‘redundancy.’ 
• upgrade class bases flooring and lighting as necessary
• continue to invest in CPD as above
•  maintain confidential counselling service for staff and their 
families EAP 
• continue Studio 3 /low arousal training
• Utilise staff wellbeing  survey  

Est. £5k

• more breathing space for key activities ie planning, assessment 
and delivery of learning
• less ‘weight’ on Admin Team
• deadlines easier to meet                                                       positive 
impact on Teacher wellbeing

Three Mental Health First Aiders trained. Full 
school participation in MH Awareness week. 
Report to full GB  from link governor. Staff 
wellbeing a GB priority ( LInk with R&R                    
Red Record Folders redundant.                       
Learnig Journeys now on-line for parents     
Individual 'Chair of Governor recognition' letter to 
all staff.
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L-9
Ensure performance management impacts on 
performance and pupil progress as well as 
aiding retention and recruitment.

Formal termly lesson observation cycle, + ‘Drop in’ observations &
Learning and Environment walks.  Regular monitoring of planning 
and progress data by SLT/SMT.
Development of a ‘deep dive’ to   approach to quality assurance so 
there is a sharper connection between sources of evidence for 
monitoring and evaluation purposes. Triangulate scrutiny of 
teachers’ planning, data & pupils’ work.
Fully embed Plan Assess Do Review                                          use 
Critical Friend to quality assure curriculum developments £3k

Improved quality assurance that reflects both our approach to 
learning and the new approach to school inspection.
Timely qualitative feedback for staff resulting in continuous 
improvement and enhanced pupils’ progress

PM information  in a format to support a view of 
teachers’ performance over time.
PM policy in line with STPCD guidance and 
Teachers Standards 
Identified CPD will be programmed into the 
annual training schedule/team development.
HT PM will completed with SIP and  designated 
governors.
Teacher PM . completed  & recommendations on 
progression agreed with GB. SCITT programme 
flourishing. R&R now an intense GB focus

L-10
Increase Governing Body’s confidence and 
effectiveness over key responsibilities

GB training needs & opportunities to be identified.
Buy in to GS training & the Key for Governors. The Key for 
governors as a source of information.
 Allocate volunteer governors to a curriculum pathway
Review CP/LAC governor responsibilities
Since 2019 the LA have resumed Governor support for all 
maintained schools
Est £4k

Governing Body confidence and capacity improved.  
Governing Body are up to date with training.

L-11 Enhance capacities of SLT/SMT

Recruit & induct staff to new identified responsibilities
Create overall Succession Plan to include HT succession
Appoint another FT AHT

Key systems & structures maintained.  Development opportunities 
identified.
Ensures key SLT & SMT roles are energised.
AHTs and middle leaders  enhance Middle leadership capacity. 
F4L Pathway KS1 Manager 
Core Pathway Manager  
F4L Pathway KS2 Manager 
EFL manager in post
Intensive Pupil Support Team Manager 
Family Service Manager joins SLT
Assures mission on course
Supports complex work of SLT/creates opportunity
Supports succession planning/creates opportunity and challenge

Managers appointed across the teams
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L-12
Clarification of safeguarding role of Governing 
Body

GB  Safeguarding training to keep abreast of legislative changes in 
KCSIE September 2020
Re-allocate key governor roles re. CP/LAC
Governors read and sign as read, section 2 of KCSIE 2020
GB checks the SCR via DSL whilst covid 19 is still a threat
CP governor audits Safeguarding procedures via Zoom  with DSL
Governors check and approve updated Safeguarding policy
Responsible governor audits Safeguarding with DSL
School adopts ‘Operation Encompass’ –staff trained
Safeguarding policy refreshed and circulated for GB approval
Anonymised VP data shared CoG
Est. £3k

Governors are clear on school Safeguarding procedures and are 
confident in their effectiveness.

Safeguarding governor produces Safeguarding report for the GB 
Meeting in October 20

Governor Safeguarding update on KCSIE 2020 
done

L-13
Maintain, monitor and review the 
requirements and responsibilities of the GDPR 
2018 and the Data Protection Act 2018.

Review the DPO responsibilities*.
Revisit DP toolkit audit. 
On-going training for DPO.
Share updated information with staff and governors.

Pupil, family and staff is kept safely.
IAR audit successfully completed with Turn it On 
in July 20

L-14

Increase effectiveness of school response in a 
pandemic

• Create Epidemic/Pandemic Policy & Protocols
• RA pupil learning
• Respond to results of RA
• GB led Cross Contamination RA
Est £ 25k

Mitigation of impact onlearning by using best endeavours for thos 
pupils at home (se L15 & L16 below)

L-15
Mitigate Impact of CV19 on pupil learning
CV19. Extend our capacity for remote learning 
whilst   ensuring GDPR compliance.

• Initiate a Virtual Learning Platform utilising elements Microsoft 
365 package via Turn it On   £2.5k
• Develop Bite sized on line learning for staff and parents
• Ditto  as above for AET 
• Garner relevant online learning apps
• Develop Hedgewood Youtube
• Utilise SeeSaw, website and Facebook. £

Set up costs £2.5
GDPR  remote  RA   via Turn it On                                                              
 Repurpose class teacher as Catch - up tutor. 
Employ a further Catch-up  teacher January 21

L-16
CV19 Draw as many positives from the 
current situation and the lessons to be 
learned

• Assess timeliness and effectiveness of school actions
GB led KISS Covid Survey

information on effectivenes of communication systems between 
all partners and necessary action
Information from parents around progress. 
Gauge impact on wellbeing of staff team

KISS outcomes shared with GB                         Skype 
quickly ditched for Zoom ( GB meetings;home 
learning) & Microsoft team( LA, Schools Forum). 
Seesaw and Parentmail very effective


